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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to develop an observer-based disturbance rejection Electric Power Steering (EPS) controller to
provide steering assistance and improve the driver’s steering feel. For the purpose of control design, a control-oriented
model of a vehicle with a column-assist EPS system is developed and verified against a high-fidelity multibody dynamics
model of the vehicle. The high-fidelity model is used to mimic vehicle dynamics to study controller performance in realistic
driving conditions. Then, a Linear Quadratic Gaussian approach is used to design an EPS optimal controller, in which a
Kalman filter estimates the unmeasured steering system’s states and external disturbance. A new formulation for the Linear
Quadratic Regulator objective function is proposed to take advantages of the known information about the system dynamics
to attenuate the disturbance and magnify the driver’s torque.
Finally, the EPS controller is applied to the high-fidelity vehicle model in a software-in-the-loop simulation to evaluate
its robustness and performance under realistic conditions. The results show that the proposed controller can effectively
reduce the disturbance induced in the steering rack, and simultaneously magnify the driver’s steering torque by use of a
bi-linear EPS characteristic curve. Then, to show the disturbance rejection properties of this EPS controller, its performance
is compared to H2/H∞ and PID control designs using time and frequency domain analysis.
Keywords
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1. Introduction
Many automobile manufacturers are switching to Electric Power Steering (EPS) systems for better performance and cost-
effective advantages of EPS systems over the traditional Hydraulic Power Steering (HPS) systems. Compared to HPS, EPS
offers lower energy consumption, lower total weight and higher package flexibility with no extra cost. In addition, under
increasing fuel prices, the fuel saving property of EPS makes these products more economical than HPS. Furthermore, an
EPS actuator can manipulate the assist torque independent of engine or vehicle operating condition; therefore new control
strategies can be developed to simultaneously improve the driver’s steering feel and safety of the vehicle.
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Fig. 1. (a) An example of bi-linear characteristic curves of Electric Power Steering systems (b) Column-assist Electric Power Steering
(EPS) system
The main responsibility of EPS systems is to reduce the physical effort of the driver. Therefore, the EPS assist torque
should compensate most of the resistive torque at the steering wheel. As a result, almost all power steering systems have an
assistance component in their logic to produce an assist torque as a function of the driver torque. This relation is typically
presented in so-called characteristic curves (also called boost curves or torque maps) [1]. The shape and dynamics of these
curves were studied in the literature to provide better assistance and steering feel for drivers [2; 3; 4; 5; 6]. Typically, the
steering characteristic curves are bi-linear or multi-linear functions of the steering torque. For example, Fig. 1a shows a
typical steering characteristic curve which is a bi-linear function of the column torque, where the rate of assistance varies
with the vehicle speed. This characteristic curve consists of a no-assist zone to avoid the off-center feeling, and a linear
steering assistance zone. A similar characteristic curve is utilized in the EPS controller that we propose.
The steering system interacts with three unknown external torques: driver steering torque, self-aligning torque and
external torques due to environmental excitations. EPS systems usually use a torque sensor to approximate the driver
steering torque, but there is no sensor to measure the other torques. Hence, designing an EPS controller is a very challenging
problem, since it requires solving a tracking problem under the existence of unknown disturbance and uncertainty. A wide
range of control strategies have been reported in the literature to be used to design EPS controllers, including classical,
model-based, and black-box control methods. The robust control approach has been regularly used in the EPS control
design to improve robustness and performance of the system. H∞ synthesis is used in [7; 8; 9; 10] to provide assistance,
while simultaneously minimizing the effect of disturbances on the outputs. The Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control
method also has been used in designing EPS controllers. LQG control is used to reduce the number of required sensors
and to provide assistance in presence of external disturbance and measurement noise [11; 12; 13]. It is likely to say that
the current state-of-the-art in EPS control design is the H2/H∞ approach, since it gathers both H2 and H∞ advantages
together. Zhao et al. [14] designed a mixed H2/H∞ controller to obtain better system performance by incorporating H2
and H∞ norms of performance indices in the controller optimization. Similar approach has been used in [15; 16], where
the passivity constraint of the human drivers is considered in the design to ensure the closed-loop stability.
Relatively less effort has been made in designing friction compensation and disturbance observer controllers for EPS
systems. A friction compensation control is developed in [17] by considering an equivalent friction model of the worm gear.
Then, the prediction of this model is used to compensate for the friction through motor torque. Dannöhl et al. [18] developed
a modified H∞ controller for a rack-assisted EPS by considering separate unknown external forces to model friction at
the steering wheel, rack and motor. The modified controller enhanced the performance of the system in comparison with
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the original H∞ controller. To suppress periodic disturbances (shimmy) at the steering column, disturbance compensation
controllers have been developed. In these controllers, the periodic disturbance is extracted from the measured steering
torque using an analytical approach [19] or by use of a non-linear low-pass filter [20], and then compensated through the
actuator. A disturbance observer also has been developed to estimate the resistive steering torque and driver steering torque
using an extended state observer [21], or Kalman filter [22] or sliding mode observer [23]; this estimation is then used to
produce a desired assistance in the presence of external disturbances.
In this research, an observer-based disturbance rejection EPS controller consisting of a Kalman filter and a Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is developed based on a control-oriented model of a vehicle. Although this control-oriented
model is linear, nonlinear effects such as external disturbances and friction have been considered in the control design. The
Kalman filter observer estimates the control-oriented model states and the applied disturbances to the steering system such
as those induced by the interaction between the vehicle and the road, or by the friction forces acting between the steering
components. To improve the disturbance estimation, the steering wheel angle measurement is assumed to be a known input
to the Kalman filter, and the remaining measurements are assumed to be measured outputs. This simple rearrangement
removes the uncertainty due to the unknown driver’s torque in the Kalman filter. The estimated disturbance and states are
augmented with the measured steering wheel angle and sent to the EPS controller. This new control configuration provides
feedback of all states and estimation of the disturbance to a disturbance rejection LQR. A new formulation for the LQR
objective function is introduced, in which the EPS generates an opposing torque to cancel the disturbance while magnifying
the driver’s torque based on a bi-linear characteristic curve. The proposed controller shows robustness against measurement
noise and external disturbances, and improves the EPS performance in comparison with common EPS controllers.
In this paper, first a high-fidelity vehicle model including a column-assisted EPS system is developed. Then, for the
purpose of controller design, a control-oriented model of the vehicle and EPS system is developed and verified against the
high-fidelity model. In the third section, an observer-based optimal disturbance rejection controller is designed and applied
to the high-fidelity model. Simulation results and controller validation are presented in the fourth section. Finally, the paper
is summarized and conclusions are made.
2. Dynamical Modeling
A clear understanding of the dynamics of a system is crucial in designing control systems, since not only does it strengthen
our knowledge of the system but also it reduces development time and cost. Therefore, in this article, a full vehicle model
including a column-assisted EPS system is developed in MapleSim1 using a multibody dynamics approach. This model is
used to study and evaluate an EPS controller. Although the high-fidelity model is suitable to study the system’s dynamics,
it is not suitable to be used within a model-based controller due to its non-linearities and complexities. A low-order
control-oriented model that preserves the important dynamics of the system is required for the controller.
In this section, a high-fidelity multibody dynamical model of vehicle and a control-oriented model are presented, and
the accuracy of the control-oriented model is verified against the high-fidelity model.
2.1. Full Vehicle Model in MapleSim
In this research, a vehicle model with a front MacPherson suspension and a rear multi-link/semi-trailing arm suspension
typical in an SUV (Sport Utility Vehicle) is developed as shown in Fig. 2a. The developed vehicle model consists of 50
generalized coordinates coupled by 34 algebraic equations. This model in total has 16 degrees of freedom (DOF). Six
DOF are associated with the rigid body motion of the chassis, four are related to the wheels’ spin, four are related to the
suspensions’ vertical motion and two are associated with the steering motion.
1MapleSim is a registered trademark of Maplesoft
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Fig. 2. (a) A view of the vehicle model in MapleSim, (b) schematic view of steering system in MapleSim, including the location of driver
torque (uτ ), assist torque (Ta), disturbance torque (ud = Fdrp), and Coulomb friction
Chassis and Suspension. A conventional MacPherson suspension consists of a lower control arm, spindle and strut. The
lower control arm connects the chassis to the spindle allowing vertical movements of the tire. The strut, including a co-linear
spring and shock absorber, is mounted on the spindle to carry the vehicle weight and reduce the vibrations passed to the
body. Similarly, in the multi-link/semi-trailing arm rear suspension, the suspension arms connect the chassis to the spindle
allowing only vertical tire movements. A spring and a shock absorber are mounted separately on the arms of the rear
suspension to isolate the body from the road irregularities. A similar mechanism to that shown in [24] has been used to
construct the multi-link rear suspension. The kinematics of the suspension systems are verified against an experimentally
validated ADAMS model. More information about the high-fidelity vehicle model can be found in [25; 26].
Steering SystemModel. Since the steering system is the focus of this research, the model construction is described in detail.
A conventional rack and pinion steering system consists of two universal joints that connect the three steering column shafts
to transmit the rotational motion of the steering wheel to the pinion. The steering wheel is connected to the steering column
housing by a cylindrical joint allowing rotational and telescopic movements of steering column, and at the other end, a
rack-and-pinion gear is used to transform the rotational motion of the lower steering shaft to the translational motion of the
rack with a specified reduction ratio. As shown in Fig. 2b, the rack and pinion steering system is a one-degree of freedom
mechanism, in which rotating the steering wheel results in a unique displacement of the rack and the wheel.
Torsion bars (torque sensors) are an essential part of electric and hydraulic power steering systems and the major source
of flexibility in the steering systems. In the high-fidelity model, a torsion bar is placed in the upper steering shaft by using
a torsional spring and damper representing the shaft elasticity properties. By registering the relative angular displacement
between the two ends of the bar, and by assuming the elastic behavior of shaft, the torque transferring through the shaft
can be approximated as follows:
Ttb = Ktb∆θtb + Ctb∆θ˙tb (1)
where Ktb and Ctb are the stiffness and damping coefficients of the torsion bar, and ∆θtb is the torsion bar deflection.
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of the control-oriented model confined in the LQG controller including a linear bicycle model (right) with a
column-assisted EPS system (left)
Direct current (DC) electric motors connecting through a worm gear to the steering column are commonly used in EPS
systems to provide the assist torque [27]. In this article, a first-order differential equation is used to simulate the DC electric
motor dynamics. This model is given by:
Lm
di
dt
+Rmi+Keθ˙m = uv
Te = Kei
(2)
where i and uv are the current and terminal voltage of the DC motor, Lm, Rm, and Ke are the inductance, resistance and
back electromotive force (emf) coefficients of the electric motor, and Te and θ˙m are the motor torque and angular velocity
of the motor shaft.
In the physical system, friction is generated at the mechanical connections between the steering wheel and its housing,
the rack and its housing and in the worm gear [28]. In this article, a friction model [29] representing the Coulomb and
viscous part of the friction force as given in Eq. (3) has been used to simulate the steering wheel and rack frictions.
Ffric(t) = b v
a
rel + tanh
(
vrel
v0
)(
fc + (fs − fc)−|
vrel
vs
|n
)
(3)
where b and a are the viscous damping coefficient and exponent and fs and fc are the Coulomb friction coefficients. vrel is
the velocity of the steering column and rack relative to their housings and vs, v0 and n are shaping factors. The numerical
value of the parameters used in the steering system are shown in Table. 1.
2.2. Control-Oriented Model of EPS System
A simplified control-oriented model is developed for use in the EPS controller. Since the EPS controller has to perform in
real-time, and since the amount of memory and process time allocated to steering control in the vehicle’s Electronic Control
Unit (ECU) are limited, a simplified control-oriented model is used to minimize the computational resources required.
As shown in Fig. 3, the control-oriented model includes the steering column (ud), electric motor (Ta), and lateral
dynamics of vehicle. These steering components have been selected because of their important influence on the steering
dynamics. For example, the lateral dynamics of the vehicle have been included in this model to predict the lateral force of
front wheels and the resistive steering (self-aligning) torque. The flexibility of the torsion bar appears in two differential
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equations (corresponding to steering wheel and pinion) to capture the dynamics of steering shaft. Considering the moment
of inertia and the viscous damping of a steering wheel, the steering wheel equation of motion is obtained:
Jswθ¨sw = −bswθ˙sw + Ttb + uτ (4)
Ttb = Ktb(θsw − θp) (5)
where uτ and Ttb are the driver torque and the torque developed due to flexibility of the torsion bar. θsw, Jsw and bsw are
angle of rotation, moment of inertia and viscous damping of the steering column.
The rack and its connection to the wheel spindle as well as intermediate shaft of steering are combined together,
and represented as a single inertia at the intermediate shaft. The dynamics of the steering intermediate shaft (pinion) are
described by:
Jpθ¨p = −Kpθp − bpθ˙p + Ttb + Ta + TSAT + ud (6)
where θp, Jp and bp are angular displacement, inertia and damping of the steering system at the pinion. Kp is the stiffness
induced by the inclined kingping axis on the rack displacement. TSAT and ud represent the self-aligning torque (SAT)
and external torque due to road irregularities or disturbances at the intermediate shaft, respectively. Ta is the assist torque
provided by the DC motor; assuming the worm gear ratio of G, Ta = GTe (see Eq. (2)).
A single-track or “bicycle" model [30], as shown in Fig. 3, can be used to analyze the vehicle dynamics behavior.
This model includes several important exclusions and simplifications. These simplifications greatly reduce the model’s
complexity and degrees of freedom, but do not significantly affect the vehicle lateral dynamics. For example, in the bicycle
model, the height of vehicle’s center of gravity is at the road surface; therefore, the roll and pitch angles of the vehicle are
neglected. As a result, the normal tire force at the left and right sides of vehicle remain the same during cornering, so in
this model, the left and right wheels are lumped together and represented by a single wheel. In this section, a bicycle model
is used to capture the lateral dynamics of the vehicle and estimate the self-aligning torque of front wheels. The vehicle’s
velocity at the center of mass is denoted by V and makes an angle β with the heading direction of the vehicle. The side
slip angle (β) and yaw rate (ωz = ψ˙) of the vehicle’s center of mass are selected as the state variables of the bicycle model.
The equations of motion of this model are expressed as follows:
mvx
(
β˙ + ωz
)
= Fyf + Fyr (7)
Izz ω˙z = Lf Fyf − Lr Fyr (8)
where Fyf and Fyr are front and rear lateral force of the wheels and are approximated by a linear tire model, in contrast
to the Fiala tire model [31; 32] used in the high-fidelity model:
Fyf = Cαfαf (9)
Fyr = Cαrαr (10)
As shown in Fig. 3, the front and rear slip angles with small steer angles can be approximated as follows:
αf =
vy + Lfωz
vx
− δf (11)
αr =
vy − Lfωz
vx
(12)
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Fig. 4. (a) The steering torque required versus steering wheel motion when the front wheels are on the friction-less pads, (b) The steering
torque required for a smooth steering wheel motion at 10 m/s vehicle speed when EPS is off
In these equations, the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle at center of mass is assumed constant and is expressed as
vx = V cosβ, and the steering angle of front wheel is represented by δf .
Self-aligning torque (SAT) is a nonlinear function of the wheel’s slip angle. However, for small slip angles, the SAT can be
approximated with a linear function of slip angle (αf ). Assuming the steering angle of the front wheels is δf = θp/Gsteering ,
the SAT can be found from Eq. (13). Gsteering is the ratio of the rotation of steering wheel angle to the average value of
left and right wheel steer angles.
TSAT = CTα αf = CTα
(
δf − β − Lf ωz
vx
)
(13)
The remaining parameters are defined and summarized in Table. 1 of Appendix B. The control-oriented model consists
of four linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs), three of which are second-order, which is equivalent to a set of seven
first-order linear ODEs. The state-space representation of the control-oriented model is presented in Appendix A.
2.3. Model Validation
To use the aforementioned control-oriented model in the control design process, the model should be a good representation
of the actual system. To demonstrate this, a sinusoidal steering maneuver is simulated for the control-oriented and the high-
fidelity models. Figure 4 shows the torque required to steer the wheels against the steering wheel angle in the following
situations. Figure 4a shows the required torque when the wheels are on friction-less pads; this graph is used to identify bp
andKp coefficients, while Fig. 4b is used to estimate the SAT contribution to the required steering torque. In this simulation,
the longitudinal speed of the car is 10 m/s (36 km/hr). An optimization approach is used to find the steering and vehicle
parameters. The discrepancy seen in Fig. 4a is the result of the absence of Coulomb friction in the control-oriented model.
This conclusion is verified by removing the Coulomb friction from the steering system and comparing the steering torques.
The Coulomb friction is not included in the control-oriented model to keep the linearity of the model.
Then, a random steering maneuver with different voltage and disturbance inputs to the system as shown in Fig. 5a is
simulated for the control-oriented and high-fidelity models. Since the maximum driver torque is usually about 10 N.m, a
sinusoidal driver torque input with a magnitude of 10 N.m is used. The magnitude of the terminal voltage is assumed to be
5 V, and the magnitude of the disturbance force at the rack is 500 N. Figure 5 shows the steering wheel angle, torque sensor
and lateral acceleration of the high-fidelity vehicle model and the tuned control-oriented model. These states are selected
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the control-oriented model with the high-fidelity vehicle model (a) Inputs to the system: terminal voltage, driver
torque and disturbance force at the rack, (b) Steering wheel angle, (c) Torque sensor (torsion bar torque), (d) Vehicle lateral acceleration
since they are the sensor measurements of the EPS system, and they should agree well with the real measurements (in this
case the high-fidelity model). The results show a good correlation between the models. As shown in Fig. 5c, the torque
sensor value for all models is the same since the dynamics between the steering input and torque sensor measurement
are closely modeled in both models. However, other measurements have slight differences since the vehicle dynamics is
simplified in the control-oriented model.
3. Optimal Model-Based Controller
Model-based control design is now widely accepted by the automotive industry as a time-saving and cost-effective approach
because it enables optimal application of available mathematical-physical knowledge to achieve complex objectives. Com-
pared to static rule-based control, this approach has better performance in the transient response of the vehicle. However,
challenges are still posed in practical applications.
In this research, to investigate the application of optimal control to electric power steering systems, an observer-based
optimal disturbance rejection controller (modified Linear Quadratic Gaussian - LQG) is presented.
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As shown in Fig. 6, the steering/vehicle system is subjected to two exogenous inputs, the driver steering torque (uτ )
and disturbance torque (ud), and a known input of the electric motor voltage (uv). The EPS controller should reject or
attenuate any unwanted oscillations on the steering wheel while magnifying the driver’s steering torque (based on the EPS
characteristic curves). Since the driver’s steering torque is unknown to the LQG controller, here, the torque sensor value
is used instead of steering torque in the EPS control logic. Therefore, the number of unknown inputs for the controller is
reduced to one.
Since not all states of the control-oriented model are measured using the external sensors, some states should be
reconstructed using the available measurements and by use of an observer (Kalman filter). The difference between real (y)
and estimated (yˆ) value of sensor measurements due to external disturbances and different initial conditions are fed back to
the observer (through an observer gain (L)) to adjust the state estimations (xˆ) and to identify the external disturbance (uˆd).
The disturbance rejection observer uses an augmented disturbance model to estimate the states and unknown disturbance.
The observer predicts the unknown disturbance using the difference between the estimated output and actual measurements.
Since the driver torque and EPS electric motor current are measured by sensors, sudden changes in the driver steering torque
and EPS control voltage are considered to be valid inputs, not disturbances.
Optimal disturbance rejection can be achieved by including a feedforward controller, canceling the effects of the
disturbance, into the control logic [33]. Since the external disturbances to the steering systems are unknown, and it is
not possible to predict the exact value of a random process beforehand, this method is impractical. However, an effective
disturbance rejection can be achieved by including the dynamic properties of the disturbance in the observer and controller
design [34; 35]. In this research, the resultant torque at the pinion due to road excitations is modeled as a zero-mean colored
stochastic process. A shaping filter has been used to transform white noise w into an appropriately stationary random
process of disturbance torque (uˆd). This linear shaping factor is defined as follows:
x˙D = ADxD +BDw (14)
uˆd = CDxD +DDw (15)
where xD is the disturbance state, and Ad, Bd, Cd and Dd are shaping filter coefficients. Note that the shaping filter
corresponding to Eqs. (14) and (15) is a causal first order low-pass filter with DD = 0.
By substituting Eq. (15) into the state-space representation of the system (Eq. (38) in Appendix A), the new system can
be represented as follows:
x˙ = Ax +Bvuv +Bτuτ +Bdud
= Ax +Bvuv +Bτuτ +BdCDxD +BdDDw
(16)
Steering/Vehicle
G(s)
Kalman Filter
 
L
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 ﬁlter
Driver torque (u )

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Fig. 6. Workflow of the Linear Quadratic Gaussian controller
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where x ∈ IR7×1 is the state and A, Bv , Bτ , Bd and C are respectively the system, input and output matrices, and the
inputs to the system are defined as driver torque (uτ ), terminal voltage of electric motor (uv) and disturbance torque (ud)
at the pinion.
Equation (16) can be rewritten by forming an augmented state vector x including the system states x and the disturbance
state xD such that the dynamics of the system are described by:
x˙ = A x +Bvuv +Bww (17)
where
x =
[
x
xD
]
, A =
[
A BuCD
0 AD
]
Bu =
[
Bv
0
]
, Bw =
[
BuDD
BD
]
(18)
Since the torque sensor value is being used instead of the driver torque in the EPS control logic, the driver torque is
removed from the control inputs. In the observer (Kalman filter) design, since the steering wheel angle measurement is
available, the driver steering torque (Eq. (4)) has been removed and the steering wheel angle is assumed to be the input
to the system. Therefore, the state variables required for estimation are reduced to xˆ =
[
β i r θp θ˙p
]T
and the
system is subjected to only one external unknown input (disturbance torque). The state space representation of the system
used in the Kalman Filter is as follows:
˙ˆx = Aˆxˆ + Bˆuuv + Bˆθθsw + Bˆdud
yˆ = Cˆxˆ
(19)
By substitution of Eq. (15) into Eq. (19) and forming an augmented state vector xˆ including the system states xˆ and the
disturbance state xD, the dynamics of the Kalman filter system are described by:
˙ˆx = Aˆ xˆ + Bˆuuv + Bˆθθsw + Bˆww
yˆ = Cˆ xˆ
(20)
where
xˆ =
[
xˆ
xD
]
, Aˆ =
[
Aˆ BˆdCD
0 AD
]
, Bˆu =
[
Bˆd
0
]
,
Bˆθ =
[
Bˆθ
0
]
, Bˆw =
[
BˆdDD
BD
]
Cˆ =
[
Cˆ 0
] (21)
According to the state equations defined in Eq. (20), a Kalman Filter is constructed as an optimal state estimator as
follows [33]:
˙ˆx = Aˆ xˆ + Bˆuuv + Bˆθθsw + L(y− Cˆxˆ) (22)
where
L = ΦCˆ
T
V −12 (23)
and V2 is the intensity of the sensor noise and Φ is the solution to the following Riccati equation.
ΦAˆ
T
+ AˆΦ + V1 − ΦCˆTV −12 CˆΦ = 0 (24)
where V1 is the intensity matrix of the plant disturbance, which is determined by trial and error.
Based on the separation principle, the optimal control can be determined by feeding the estimated states from the
Kalman filter into an optimal state feedback controller. Therefore, the optimal control can be found by rearranging the
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estimated states and augmenting the known steering wheel angle and velocity to the state vector estimation,
uv = KFB
[
xˆT θsw θ˙sw uˆd
]T
(25)
where
KFB = R
−1Bˆ
T
uP (26)
and R is a input usage weight (see Eq. (29)) and P the solution to the following Riccati equation:
PAˆ+ Aˆ
T
P +Q− PBˆuR−1Bˆ
T
uP = 0 (27)
where Q is a state deviation weighting matrix (see Eq. (29)).
It is known that the optimal disturbance rejection can be achieved by a full state feedback controller in conjunction
with a feedforward controller with a known disturbance. Therefore, it can be seen that by partitioning the feedback gains of
the proposed controller into KFB = [KFB |KFF ], the observer-based disturbance rejection controller can have a similar
property; it has a feedback function of system states and feedforward function of the estimation of disturbance, as follows:
uv = [KFB |KFF ]
[
xˆT θsw θ˙sw | uˆd
]T
= KFB [xˆT θsw θ˙sw]T +KFF uˆd (28)
The LQG control finds the optimal state feedback gains such that the following cost function is minimized.
J =
∞∫
0
(
x Q xT + u R uT
)
dt (29)
where Q or state deviation weighting matrix is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix and R or input usage weight is a
symmetric positive definite matrix.
In this article, the bi-linear characteristic curve as shown in Fig. 1a is used in the LQG controller. The EPS characteristic
curves include two intervals: [0, T0) is the interval with no steering assistance, and [T0, Tmax] is the interval with linear
steering assistance. Therefore, for full tracking of characteristic curves in the whole operating region, two control laws are
required. The first law is indicating that current of the electric motor should be zero unless there is a disturbance; in the
presence of a disturbance the assist torque should cancel the disturbance torque. Therefore, the following cost function is
proposed for the first interval:
J1 =
∞∫
0
(
q(Ta −Kbuˆd)2 + ρu2v
)
dt (30)
where q and ρ are the tracking and input usage weights, andKb is the disturbance rejection feature switch. The disturbance
rejection module is turned off when Kb is equal to zero, and it is enabled when Kb is equal to one.
The second interval suggests that the assist torque be proportional to the torque measured by the torque sensor. To con-
struct the state-space representation, the state variables are defined as x =
[
β i+KaTa0 r θp θ˙p θsw θ˙sw
]T
.
The following cost function has been used in the second interval, and it includes both assistance and disturbance rejection
modules:
J2 =
∞∫
0
(
q(Ta − T desa −Kbuˆd)2 + ρu∗2v
)
dt (31)
where
T desa = KaKtb (θsw − θp) (32)
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Fig. 7. Bode plots of the open-loop system with the observer-based disturbance rejection controller (a) Amplitude, (b) Phase
Here, Ta and T desa are actual and desired assist torques and u
∗
v is the modified terminal voltage of the electric motor
(u∗v = uv +KaRT0), where T
des
a is proportional to the torque sensor value, and Ka is the EPS assist gain.
By substituting Eqs. (32) and (2) into Eq. (31) and expanding the equation, the Q and R in their standard integral
quadratic form as shown in Eq (29) for the second interval can be described by:
Q = q

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 G2K2e 0 GKaKeKtb 0 −GKaKeKtb 0 KbGKe
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 GKaKeKtb 0 K
2
aK
2
tb 0 −K2aK2tb 0 KbKaKtb
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −GKaKeKtb 0 −K2aK2tb 0 K2aK2tb 0 −KbKaKtb
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 KbGKe 0 KbKaKtb 0 −KbKaKtb 0 K2b

, R = ρ (33)
The weights of current error (q) and terminal voltage (ρ) in cost functions J1 and J2 are chosen by trial and error to
ensure that the current of electric motor will track the desired current with minimum electric motor terminal voltage.
To study the frequency-domain behavior of this controller, an open-loop transfer function of the system including the
controller and the linear control-oriented model, as shown in Fig. 6, has been derived. This open-loop transfer function
represents the system from the plant control input to the controller output (uv), and is presented by Hu(s) = Hc(s)G(s).
In this transfer function G(s) ∈ IR8×1 is the control-oriented model transfer function and Hc ∈ IR1×8 is the controller
transfer function, and they are defined as follows:
G(s) = (sI −A)−1Bv (34)
Hc(s) =
[
K1 K2
]
H(s) =
[
K1HK¯F (s) K2Hθsw(s)
]
(35)
where
[
K1 K2
]
are the LQR feedback gains, in which K2 affects the steering wheel states and K1 affects all the
remaining states of the system, HK¯F (s) ∈ IR6×1 represents the Kalman filter, and Hθsw(s) ∈ IR2×1 represents the
measured steering wheel angle and its angular velocity transfer functions.
Figure 7 shows the amplitude and phase responses of the open-loop transfer function from the Bode plot of the system.
This figure suggests that the gain margin and phase margin of this controller are 7.65 and 74.6◦, respectively. The positive
gain and phase margins indicate that there is a large safety margin before the closed-loop system become unstable.
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4. Simulation Results and Discussion
To evaluate the performance of the proposed controller, closed-loop simulations with the high-fidelity vehicle model are
required. In this section, the effects of assist gain variation and disturbances on the performance of the controller have
been studied. To study the robustness of the EPS controller to different assist gains, a sinusoidal steering maneuver with
amplitude of 60◦ and frequency of 0.5 rad/s is performed. In these simulations, the vehicle speed is equal to 10 m/s and
the length of no-assist zone (Ta0) is set to 1 N.m. The Disturbance Rejection (DR) module is switched off (Kb = 0) and
Ka is changed to 5, 10 and 15, consecutively. As shown in Fig. 8 the proposed controller can closely follow the desired
assist curves with different assist gains.
Second, to study the performance of the controller in a real-world condition, two maneuvers have been used. In the
first maneuver, the vehicle is driving in a straight lane while suddenly a step-like disturbance torque (Fig. 10a) is applied to
the steering column. In the second maneuver, the driver performs a sinusoidal slalom-like maneuver, in the presence and
absence of a disturbance torque. In both cases, the vehicle speed is equal to 10 m/s and the assist gain (Ka) is set to 3 and
10 N.m, respectively.
4.1. Straight-line Driving Maneuver
In the first maneuver, while the vehicle is driving in a straight lane, three conditions have been applied to the EPS controller:
the EPS system is off, the EPS system is enabled but the DR module is off, and the EPS system is fully functional. As shown
in Fig. 9 with the given disturbance, the first situation has the largest steering wheel angle variation while in the second
situation, the assistance module enables the driver to produce more resistive torque which results in less steering wheel
angle variation. In the third situation, when the DR module is on, the EPS controller estimates the disturbance automatically
and produces a counter torque at the steering wheel, so the effects of the disturbance are greatly reduced at the steering
wheel.
Fig. 10a shows the performance of the Kalman filter in the estimation of the external disturbance. It should be noted
that Coulomb friction between the rack and rack housing is also considered as a disturbance since it is not included in
the control-oriented model and it acts as an external force to the rack. Fig. 10b shows the assist torque produced by the
EPS controller; it can be seen that the estimated disturbance is effectively used by the disturbance rejection module of EPS
controller to reduce the transferred disturbance to the driver’s hands.
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4.2. Slalom Driving Maneuver
In the second maneuver, a sinusoidal rotation of steering wheel with frequency of 0.5 rad/s and amplitude of 50 degrees
is performed, and similar situations to the first maneuver have been studied in the presence and absence of an external
disturbance.
In the first case, without the existence of any external disturbances, the performance of the controller for all three
situations has been studied. As shown in Fig. 11a when the DR module is off, the assist curve is equal to its nominal
value (bi-linear curve) as expected; however, when the DR module is enabled, the EPS controller produces more or less
assist torque based on the estimated value of disturbance (as shown in Fig. 12a). Since there is no external disturbance
to the system, the estimated value represents the friction present in the steering system and the difference between actual
self-aligning torque of wheels and the linear response of the control-oriented model.
Figure 11b shows the torque sensor (driver steering torque) value against the steering wheel angle (the so called
Lissajous curves) for all the aforementioned situations. It can be seen that in the no-assist zone, the Lissajous curves in all
the situations are on top of each other, which represents the regular behavior (without EPS) of the steering system. In the
linear assist zone, the driver’s torque is significantly reduced since the controller is producing the assist torque proportional
to the steering torque. A reduction in the area inside the required steering torque curve when the DR module is on in
comparison with the control without DR can be observed since the EPS controller is compensating for the friction present.
It can be also noted that the EPS controller with DR leads to a linear response while the behavior of the system is nonlinear.
Figure 12b shows the torque sensor value in all aforementioned situations. As expected, the steering torque for the
case without assistance is higher than the other cases, and the steering torque when the DR module is on is slightly higher
than the situation without DR since the controller is enforcing a linear response to the steering system. It should be noted
that if the parameters of the vehicle model change from their nominal values, a parameter identification algorithm can
be employed to update the EPS controller parameters. However, in the case of a sudden change in the parameters, the
controller enforces the linear behavior of the control-oriented model with its nominal parameters.
In the second maneuver, in the presence of an external disturbance, the effectiveness of the DR module in a realistic
steering maneuver has been studied. As shown in Fig. 13b, in the situation when the DR module is off, the Lissajous curve
is contorted, meaning that the disturbances are transferred to steering wheel and the driver’s hands (see fig. 14b). In the
third situation (EPS on, DR on), these oscillations are significantly reduced because the EPS controller uses the estimated
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Fig. 12. (a) Comparison between the actual and estimated value of disturbance, (b) Comparison of the required driver torque with and
without EPS controller in a sinusoidal steering maneuver
value of disturbance to attenuate the oscillations on the steering wheel. As shown in Fig. 13a, the produced assist torque,
when the DR module is on, is highly nonlinear while the assist torque when the DR is off is bi-linear.
Fig. 14a shows the estimated value of disturbance in comparison with the external disturbance; similar to Fig. 12a,
it should be noted that the friction forces are also included in the estimated value of disturbance. Figure 14b shows the
torque sensor value for all aforementioned situations. In the case with enabled DR module, the disturbance is successfully
attenuated and the behavior of the system is linear.
4.3. Slalom Driving Maneuver with Measurement Noise
Kalman filters can remove noise from measurement signals by considering a predefined model of the measurements. In
this research, a similar scenario to the sinusoidal steering input with corrupted measurement signals are studied. Fig. 15
shows the corrupted and reconstructed torque sensor and yaw rate values. It can be seen that the reconstructed signals are
noise-free and conveying the correct dynamics of the system.
As shown in Fig. 16, the performance of the controller (when the DR module is on and in the presence of measurement
noise) is not degraded in comparison with the case without measurement noise.
Since the steering wheel angle is the input to the observer, the steering wheel angle is left noise free; however, in the
case of a corrupted steering wheel angle measurement, a separate filter should be designed for this signal.
4.4. H2/H∞ multi-objective EPS controller
In this section, the proposed controller is compared to a multi-objective H2/H∞ EPS controller, which represents the
current state-of-the-art in EPS system control [14; 36; 37], and a proportional-derivative-integral (PID) controller [22].
The PID controller provides assistance based on the predefined bi-linear characteristic curves, and there is no disturbance
rejection module included in this controller. The multi-objective H2/H∞ control strategy improves the transient behavior
of theH∞ feedback system by forcing the closed-loop poles of the system to stay in a specified region. In other words, this
controller minimizes an H2 norm of a performance index, while the H∞ norm of another performance index is less than
a prescribed band (γ1) as shown in Eq. (36). This makes the multi-objective H2/H∞ controller desirable in EPS systems,
since it can provide accurate assistance to the driver (using H2) and at the same time reduces the external disturbances
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external disturbance and the steering wheel angle variation
or measurement noise on the system (using H∞). Generally, an H2/H∞ output-feedback EPS controller in the form of
uv = K y can be found if there is a γ1 > 0 such that the following is satisfied [38].
J =
{
||Tz∞ω|| < γ1
min||Tz2ω||
(36)
where Tz∞ω and Tz2ω are closed-loop transfer functions from the disturbance inputs (ω ∈ IR2) to the controlled outputs
z∞ and z2, respectively. The generalized state-space representation of the open-loop system, in our case, the EPS system,
can be described as follows: 
x˙ = Ax + [Bτ Bd]ω +Bvuv
z∞ = C1x +D11ω +D12uv
z2 = C2x +D21ω +D22uv
y = Cx +Dy1ω +Dy2uv
(37)
where x ∈ IR7×1 is the state, A, Bτ , Bd, Bu, C1, C2, D11, D12, D21, D22, C, Dy1, Dy2 are the system matrices, and z2,
z∞, y are controlled outputs and available measurements to the controller. In this article, the controlled outputs are chosen
similar to the outputs shown in [37; 14], where z2 =
{
W1 (Ta −Ka Td)
W2 (uv)
}
and z∞ = W3 (Ta −Kf TSAT ). Here, to be
consistent with the observer-based EPS controller, similar measurements are available to the controller, andKf is assumed
to be zero to provide similar road feel. The weight functions are selected asW1 = 1s/15+1 ,W2 = 0.0001 andW3 =
s
s+100 .
Figure 17 shows the torque sensor readings of the control-oriented model equipped with multi-objective H2/H∞
controller, observer-based disturbance rejection controller, and PID controller during a sinusoidal steering maneuver. In
this maneuver, a step-like disturbance is applied at the pinion one second after the driver begins performing the sinusoidal
steering as shown in Fig. 17b. The PID controller transfers a large part of the disturbance to the steering wheel in comparison
to the other controllers as shown in Fig. 17a, since there is no disturbance rejection module in this controller. The H2/H∞
controller reduces the effect of the external disturbance on the steering column since it minimizes the maximum effects
of the disturbance on the steering column torque; however, this controller cannot completely isolate the expected steering
response from the unknown external disturbance. On the other hand, the observer-based EPS controller can accurately
estimate the disturbance applied on the steering column and attenuate the disturbance by providing an opposite torque
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Fig. 18. Bode plots of the closed-loop system with the observer-based disturbance rejection controller (a) the transfer function with
disturbance torque at the pinion as the input and torque sensor measurement as the output, (b) the transfer function with driver steering
torque as the input and EPS assist torque as the output
at the steering column. Therefore, the observer-based disturbance rejection controller has superior disturbance rejection
properties to the other two contestants.
Figure 18 shows the closed-loop frequency responses of the observer-based disturbance rejection and the H2/H∞
EPS controllers on the control-oriented model. Figure 18a shows the frequency responses of the system by considering the
disturbance as the input and steering column torque (torque sensor) as the output. As shown in Fig. 18a, the magnitude of the
response is highly reduced, which means that the controller can effectively reduce the low and high frequency disturbance.
Similarly, the frequency responses of the closed-loop system considering the driver steering torque as the input and EPS
assistance as the output is shown in Fig. 18b. As expected, the assistance module in the EPS controllers results in an increase
in the steering assist over the entire frequency range.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, an observer-based disturbance rejection controller for electric power steering systems is proposed. To construct
the EPS controller, the LQG control approach with separate observer and controller has been used. A Kalman filter
augmented with a shaping filter is used to estimate the unmeasured states and the external disturbances to the steering
system. Simultaneously, the estimated states and the disturbance is used in the LQR controller with a new formulation of
control objective function to actively cancel the disturbances while magnifying the driver’s steering torque.
Then, the proposed EPS controller is evaluated in a software-in-the-loop simulation using a high-fidelity vehicle model
to ensure the robust performance of the controller in a real-world condition. In the case with no external disturbance to the
system, the disturbance observer estimates the steering’s component frictions, which is deviating the system states from
their linear response. Similarly, in the presence of an external disturbance, the identified disturbance is the combination of
friction and external disturbance. Removing this identified disturbance from the system reduces the driver torque, which
is enforcing the linear response of control-oriented model to the system. Therefore, the proposed EPS controller improves
the steering feel by reducing the required steering torque and reducing the oscillations due to road irregularities.
The proposed modified LQG controller has strong robustness against measurement noise and external disturbances.
The simulation results show that it can efficiently attenuate the interference caused by road random excitation and can
competently work with the corrupted measurements. Based on the time and frequency domain comparison of the proposed
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controller with H2/H∞ and PID controllers, the proposed controller shows better disturbance rejection properties while
maintaining similar assistance properties.
Evaluation of the controller on the high-fidelity vehicle model accelerates the implementation of the controller for the
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulations. As a future work, the proposed controller will be implemented in a HIL simulation
setup to verify the controller performance and robustness in a more realistic condition.
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Appendix
A. State-space representation of the control-oriented model and the generalized system
To construct the state-space representation of the control-oriented model, the state variables are defined as x =[
β i ωz θp θ˙p θsw θ˙sw
]T
, and the inputs to the EPS system are defined as driver torque (uτ ), terminal voltage
of electric motor (uv) and disturbance torque (ud). The state space equations of the system can be described by,
x˙ = Ax +Bvuv +Bτuτ +Bdud
y = Cx
(38)
whereA,Bv ,Bτ ,Bd and C are the system, input and output matrices of the system. Here, it is assumed that torque sensor
value (Ttb), steering wheel angle (θsw), motor current (i), angular velocity of motor shaft (θ˙m), yaw rate (ωz) and lateral
acceleration (ay) of vehicle are measured and included in the output y.
Bv =

0
L−1
0
0
0
0
0

, Bτ =

0
0
0
0
0
0
Jsw
−1

, Bd =

0
0
0
0
Jp
−1
0
0

(39)
where the input matrices related to driver torque, disturbance torque, and terminal voltage areBτ ,Bd, andBv , respectively.
The output matrix C can be described by:
C =

0 0 0 −Ktb 0 Ktb 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 G 0 0
− (Cαf+Cαr)m 0 − (CαfLf−CαrLr)mvx
Cαf
Gsteeringm
0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0

(40)
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A =

−Cαf +Cαrmvx 0 −
(
mvx +
Cαf Lf
vx
− Cαr Lrvx
)
m−1vx−1
Cαf
Gsteering mvx
0 −RmLm 0 0
−Cαf Lf−Cαr LrIzz 0 −
(
Lf
2Cαf
vx
+ Lr
2Cαr
vx
)
Izz
−1 Cαf Lf
Gsteering Izz
0 0 0 0
−CTαJp Ke GJp −
CTα Lf
vx Jp
−
(
Ktb + Kp − CTαGsteering
)
Jp
−1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 KtbJsw
−Ke GLm 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
− bp+bsw+btbJp KtbJp btbJp
0 0 1
btb
Jsw
−KtbJsw − bsw+btbJsw

(41)
and the controlled outputs (z2 and z∞) in the H2/H∞ controller are defined as follows:{
z∞ = C1x +D11ω +D12uv
z2 = C2x +D21ω +D22uv
(42)
where the system matrices without the weight functions are described by:
C1 =
[
0 0 0 −Ktb 0 Ktb 0
]
(43)
C2 =
[
0 G Ke 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
]
(44)
D11 =
[
0 0
]
, D12 = 0 (45)
D21 =
[
−Ka 0
0 0
]
, D22 =
[
0
1
]
(46)
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B. Steering System Model Parameters
The model parameters used in the control-oriented model and the high-fidelity model can be found in Table 1.
Table 1: List of parameters used in the high-fidelity and control-oriented models
Parameters Description Value Unit
Ktb torsion bar stiffness 117 [N.m/rad]
btb torsion bar damping 2.2 [N.m.s/rad]
θ1 lower steering shaft angle 118.6 [degree]
γ universal joint bending angle 22.3 [degree]
Lm electric motor inductance coefficient 1.5 10−5 [H]
Rm electric motor resistance coefficient 0.15 [ohms]
Ke electric motor back electromotive force (emf) coefficient 0.02 [V.s/rad]
n, v0, vs shaping factors in the friction force 1, 10−4, 10−3 [-]
bsw, asw viscous friction coefficients of the steering wheel 0.008, 1 [N.m.s/rad, -]
Tc,sw, Ts,sw coulomb friction coefficients of the steering wheel 0.0363, 0.05 [N.m]
br, ar viscous friction coefficients of the rack 78, 1 [N.s/m, -]
Fc,r, Fs,r coulomb friction coefficients of the rack 141.9, 130 [N]
Jsw inertia of steering wheel 0.0009 [kg.m2]
Jp inertia of steering system at pinion 0.01258 [kg.m2]
bp viscous damping of the pinion 3.715 [N.m.s/rad]
Kp stiffness induced by inclined kingpin axis 71.4 [N.m/rad]
G worm gear ratio 20 [-]
Gsteering average steering ratio 15.29 [-]
Lf the distance from front tire to vehicle’s center of mass 1.192 [m]
Lr the distance from rear tire to vehicle’s center of mass 1.548 [m]
m vehicle mass 2077 [kg]
Izz vehicle yaw inertia 1995.78 [kg.m2]
CTα self-aligning-torque stiffness 2000 [N.m/rad]
Cα[f,r] front and rear tire cornering stiffness 117000 [N/rad]
